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Because of the social prejudice and other factors in historicity and reality, varieties 
of employment discrimination constantly occurred. Over a long period of time, the 
employment discrimination in China cannot be stipulated effectively. It is increasingly 
becoming a negative factor that does harm to our market economic and socialist 
harmonious society. In this paper, research on the present situation of China’s 
anti-employment discrimination legal system is carried with documents and logical 
analysis, both theoretically and practically, and then analyzes the defects and 
shortcomings of the system. Therefore, we sum up the relevant research results and 
use other countries’ legislation experiences for reference, in order to study on the 
anti-employment discrimination legislation system in China, hope to offer some 
helpful suggestions for China’s anti-employment discrimination legislation in the 
future. 
The first chapter summaries the legal rules of anti- employment discrimination in 
China, and then points their shortcomings including lag in legislation, certain lacuna, 
legal liability lacking, etc. Then it discusses the defaults of relevant systems (the 
household register system, the social security system and the educational system) fully, 
and analyzes the consequences caused by above-mentioned legislation shortcomings 
and system defaults from the macroscopical and microcosmic point of view. 
Second chapter is mainly on the legislative model, the concrete law regulations 
and the relevant system construction combined with the current situation of china and 
the cases about the employment discrimination. Generally, we lay more stress on the 
operateability and the applicability of the rules’ revision in order to have law to abide 
by and are strictly observed. 
The last chapter discusses the feasibility of perfecting the relevant systems and 
measures of anti-employment discrimination. We should, on the one hand, give the 
right remedies to the laborers by establishing the review mechanism on laws and 
normative documents and the system of interest action, on the other hand, prevent 
employment discrimination by improving laborers’ qualities and awareness.  
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